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Managing the diagnosis, prevention, and treatment of diseases and disorders that impact the entire nervous system,
Neurosurgery is one specialty in medicine that keeps specialists active and busy - Neurosurgery reports need to be
documented accurately and efficiently, and on time Significance of Neurosurgery Transcription Services One primary
precursor to quality health care and patient safety is precisely transcribed medical records. Storing and offering crucial
reports such as patient case history, diagnoses, etymology, and treatment methods, medical transcripts are extremely
valid documents that find use by medical professionals, patients, and insurance companies. It is more so in the case of
neurosurgery department, as they carry critical information and medical professionals cannot afford errors in them.
How to provide error-free and accurate Neurosurgery Transcription Solutions The initial step toward achieving
accurate and flawless neurosurgery transcripts is good dictation method. To be able to accomplish meticulous transcripts,
physicians and medical practices must first follow the factors listed below:
Distinct Dictation: Physicians must always speak directly into the microphone; special attention has to be paid
while speaking out terms that are hard to follow
Choosing the right Transcription Service provider: The success of outsourcing neurosurgery transcription lies
in selecting an experienced and skilled team of transcribers who are not only well-versed in medical terminology
and procedures but also trained regularly
Stringent Quality Checks: The transcription solution providers must have multi-level quality assurance processes
that ensure error-free transcripts of high quality
The Benefit of availing Neurosurgery Transcription services from Numintrans Numinatrans has been among the
pioneers in transcription industry and has been serving global health care facilities relentlessly since over a decade. We
have a team of expert transcribers that is capable of handling transcription needs of various medical departments
efficiently. Our transcription professionals can effectively transcribe different neurosurgery reports such as those
connected with skull base surgery, cerebrovascular surgery, epilepsy, neurosurgery trauma, spine surgery, and
stereotactic neurosurgery. With years of experience in listening to medical terminology related to neurosurgery, we can
transcribe accurately the reports dictated by physicians. A few of the reports that we handle are listed below:
Spinal stenosis
Lumbar disc herniation
Cerebral aneurysms
Traumatic injuries of nerves
Cervical disc herniation
Peripheral neuropathies
What makes Numinatrans Tick?
Accurate transcripts that meet guidelines and standards
Stringent 3-tier quality check
Choice of dictation modes to physicians
Integration with EMR
HIPAA compliance
Customized TAT
Possibility of editing given to physicians
Dearth of time and resources has made it necessary to delegate transcription tasks to reliable third party transcription
service providers. The success in achieving accuracy in documentation of vital medical reports lies in partnering with the
right transcription solution provider. For accurate neurosurgery transcription solutions, you may contact Numinatrans.com
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